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abstract

Symmetry is treated as a continuous feature� and the Symmetry Distance
�SD� of a shape is de�ned to be the minimum distance required to move
points of the original shape in order to obtain a symmetrical shape� This
general de�nition of a symmetry measure enables a comparison of the
�amount� of symmetry of di	erent shapes and the �amount� of di	erent
symmetries of a single shape� The measure is applicable to any type
of symmetry in any dimension� The Symmetry Distance gives rise to a
method of reconstructing symmetry of occluded shapes� We extend the
method to deal with symmetries of noisy and fuzzy data�

� Introduction

One of the basic features of shapes and objects is symmetry� Symmetry is consid�
ered a pre�attentive feature which enhances recognition and reconstruction of shapes
and objects ���� Symmetry is also an important parameter in physical and chemical
processes and is an important criterion in medical diagnosis� However� the exact

a� b� c�

Figure �	 Faces are not perfectly symmetrical�
a� Original image�
b� Right half of original image and its re�ection�
c� Left half of original image and its re�ection�

mathematical de
nition of symmetry ��� �� is inadequate to describe and quantify the
symmetries found in the natural world nor those found in the visual world a classic



example is that of faces � see Fig� ��� Furthermore� even perfectly symmetric objects
loose their exact symmetry when projected onto the image plane or the retina due to
occlusion� perspective transformations� digitization� etc� Thus� although symmetry
is usually considered a binary feature� i�e� an object is either symmetric or it is not
symmetric�� we view symmetry as a continuous feature where intermediate values of
symmetry denote some intermediate �amount� of symmetry� We introduce a �Sym�
metry Distance� that can measure and quantify all types of symmetries of objects�
This measure will enable a comparison of the �amount� of symmetry of di�erent
shapes and the �amount� of di�erent symmetries of a single shape�

In Sect� � we de
ne the Symmetry Distance and in Sect� � we describe a method for
evaluting this measure� We then describe features of the symmetry distance including
its use in dealing with occluded objects and with noisy data�

� A Continuous Symmetry Measure � De�nition

We de
ne the Symmetry Distance SD� as a the minimum e�ort required to
turn a given shape into a symmetric shape� This is measured by the mean of the
square distances each point is moved from its location in the original shape to its
location in the symmetric shape� No a priori symmetric reference shape is assumed�

Denote by � the space of all shapes of a given dimension� where each shape P is
represented by a sequence of n points fPig

n��
i�� � We de
ne a metric d on this space as

follows	
d 	 �� � � R

dP�Q� � dfPig� fQig� �
�

n

n��X
i��

kPi �Qik
�

This metric de
nes a distance function between every two shapes in ��
We de
ne the Symmetry Transform ST of a shape P� as the symmetric shape

closest to P in terms of the metric d�
The Symmetry Distance �SD� of a shape P is now de
ned as the distance

between P and it�s Symmetry Transform	

SD � dP� ST P ��

The SD of a shape P � fPig
n��
i�� is evaluated by 
nding the symmetry transform �P

of P Fig��� and computing	 SD � �
n
�n��
i�� kPi � �Pik

� �

Figure �	 The symmetry transform
of fP�� P�� P�g is f �P�� �P�� �P�g� SD �
�

�
��

i��kPi � �Pik
�
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This de
nition of the Symmetry Distance implicitly implies invariance to rotation



and translation� Normalization of the original shape prior to the transformation ad�
ditionally allows invariance to scale Fig� ��� We normalize by scaling the shape
so that the maximum distance between points on the contour and the centroid is a
given constant in this paper all examples are given following normalization to �����
The normalization presents an upper bound of on the mean squared distance moved
by points of the shape� Thus the SD value is limited in range� where SD�� for
perfectly symmetric shapes see Appendix in ����� The general de
nition of the Sym�
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Figure �	 Calculating the Symmetry Distance of a shape�
a� Original shape fP�� P�� P�g�
b� Normalized shape fP �

�
� P �

�
� P �

�
g	 such that maximum distance to the center of

mass is one�
c� Applying the symmetry transform to obtain a symmetric shape f �P�� �P�� �P�g�
d� SD � �
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SD values are multiplied by � for convenience of handling�

metry Distance enables evaluation of a given shape for di�erent types of symmetries
mirror�symmetries� rotational symmetries etc�� Moreover� this generalization allows
comparisons between the di�erent symmetry types� and allows expressions such as
�a shape is more mirror�symmetric than rotationally�symmetric of order two�� An
additional feature of the Symmetry Distance is that we obtain the symmetric shape
which is �closest� to the given one� enabling visual evaluation of the SD�
An example of a �D polygon and it�s symmetry transforms and SD values are shown
in Fig� �� Note that shape �e is the most similar to the original shape �a and� indeed�
its SD value is the smallest� In the next Section we describe a geometric algorithm
for deriving the Symmetry Transform of a shape� In Sect� � we deal with the initial
step of representing a shape by a collection of points�

� Evaluating the Symmetry Transform

In this Section we describe a geometric algorithm for deriving the Symmetry
Transform of a shape represented by a sequence of points fPig

n��
i�� � In practice we


nd the Symmetry Transform of the shape with respect to a given point�symmetry
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Figure �	 Symmetry Transforms and Symmetry Distances of a �D polygon�
a� The �D polygon�
b� Symmetry Transform of 
a� with respect to C��symmetry 
SD � ������
c� Symmetry Transform of 
a� with respect to C��symmetry 
SD � ������
d� Symmetry Transform of 
a� with respect to C��symmetry 
SD � ������
e� Symmetry Transform of 
a� with respect to Mirror�symmetry 
SD � �����

group� For simplicity and clarity of explanation� we describe the method by using
some examples�

Following is a geometrical algorithm for deriving the symmetry transform of
a shape P having n points with respect to rotational symmetry of order n Cn�
symmetry�� This method transforms P into a regular n�gon� keeping the centroid in
place�
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Figure �	 The C��symmetry Transform of � points�
a� original � points fPig

�

i���
b� Fold fPig

�

i�� into f
�Pig

�

i���

c� Average f �Pig
�

i�� obtaining
�P� �

�

�

P
�

i��
�Pi�

d� Unfold the average point obtaining f �Pig
�

i���
The centroid � is marked by ��

Algorithm for �nding the Cn�symmetry transform�

�� Fold the points fPig
n��
i�� by rotating each point Pi counterclockwise about the

centroid by ��i�n radians Fig� �b��

�� Let �P� be the average of the points f �Pig
n��
i�� Fig� �c��



�� Unfold the points� obtaining the Cn�symmetric points f �Pig
n��
i�� by duplicating

�P� and rotating clockwise about the centroid by ��i�n radians Fig� �d��

The set of points f �Pig
n��
i�� is the symmetry transform of the points fPig

n��
i�� � i�e� they

are the Cn�symmetric con
guration of points closest to fPig
n��
i�� in terms of the metric

d de
ned in Sect� ��
The common case� however� is that shapes have more points than the order of

the symmetry� For symmetry of order n� the folding method can be extended to
shapes having a number of points which is a multiple of n� A �D shape P having qn
points is represented as q sets fSrg

q��
r�� of n interlaced points Sr � fPrn�ig

n��
i�� � The

Cn�symmetry transform of P Fig� �� is obtained by applying the above algorithm to
each set of n points seperately� where the folding is performed about the centroid of
all the points�
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Figure �	 Geometric description of the C��symmetry transform for � points�
The centroid � of the points is marked by ��
a� The original points shown as � sets of � points� S� � fP�� P�� P�g and S� �
fP�� P�� P�g�
b� The obtained C��symmetric con�guration�

The procedure for evaluating the symmetry transform for mirror�symmetry is similar	
Given a shape having m � �q points we divide the points into q pairs of points and
given an initial guess of the symmetry axis� we apply the folding�unfolding method
as follows see Fig� ��	

Algorithm for �nding the mirror�symmetry transform�

�� for every pair of points fP�� P�g	

a� fold � by re�ecting across the mirror symmetry axis obtaining f �P�� �P�g�

b� average � obtaining a single averaged point �P��

c� unfold � by re�ecting back across the mirror symmetry axis obtaining

f �P�� �P�g�

�� minimize over all possible axis of mirror�symmetry�
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Figure �	 The mirror�symmetry transform of a single pair of points for angle �	
where the centroid of the shape is assumed to be at the origin�
a� The two points fP�� P�g are folded to obtain f �P�� �P�g�
b� Points �P� and �P� are averaged to obtain �P��
c� �P� is obtained by re�ecting �P� about the symmetry axis�

The minimization performed in step � is� in practice� replaced by an analytic solution�

This method extends to any 
nite point�symmetry group G in any dimension� where
the folding and unfolding are performed by applying the group elements about the
centroid�

Given a symmetry group G having n elements� and given a shape P represented
by m � qn points� the symmetry transform of the shape with respect to G�symmetry
is obtained as follows	

Algorithm for �nding the G�symmetry transform�

� The points are divided into q sets of n points�

� For every set of n points	

	 The points are folded by applying the elements of the G�symmetry group�

	 The folded points are averaged� obtaining a single averaged point�

	 The averaged point is unfolded by applying the inverse of the elements of
the G�symmetry group� A G�symmetric set of n points is obtained�

� The above procedure is performed over all possible orientations of the symmetry
axis and planes of G� Select that orientation which minimizes the Symmetry
Distance value� As previously noted� this minimization is analytic in �D but
requires an iterative minimization process in �D except for the �D mirror�
symmetry group where a closed form solution has been derived��


 Point Selection for Shape Representation

As symmetry has been de
ned on a sequence of points� representing a given shape
by points must precede the application of the symmetry transform� Selection of points
in�uences the value of SD and depends on the type of object to be measured� If a



shape is inherently created from points such as a graph structure or cyclically con�
nected points creating a polygon� we can represent a shape by these points Fig�  ��
This is the case when analysing symmetry of molecules ���� �� ����

Figure  	 When measuring symmetry of shapes
inherently created from points we represent the
shape by these points�
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There are several ways to select a sequence of points to represent continuous �D
shapes� One such method is selection at equal distances� the points are selected
along the shape�s contour such that the curve length between every pair of adjacent
points is equal Fig� ���
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Figure �	 Point selection by equal distance�
points are selected along the contour such that
each point is equidistant to the next in terms of
curve length� In this example six points are dis�
tributed along the contour spaced by �

�
of the full

contour length�

In many cases� however� contour length is not a meaningful measure� as in noisy or
occluded shapes� In such cases we propose to select points on a smoothed version of
the contour and then project them back onto the original contour� The smoothing of
the continuous contour is performed by moving each point on the continuous contour
to the centroid of its contour neighborhood� The greater the size of the neighbor�
hood� the greater is the smoothing see Fig� ���� The level of smoothing can vary
and for a high level of smoothing� the resulting shape becomes almost a circle about
the centroid �����

We use the following procedure for selection by smoothing	
The original contour is 
rst sampled at very high density and at equal distances along
the contour obtaining the sampled points fMjg Fig� ��a�� Following� each sampled
point Mj is replaced by the centroid M �

j of a 
nite number of its neighboring sampled
points� The �smoothed� shape is obtained by connecting the centroid points fM �

jg
Fig� ��b�� A second sampling of points is performed on the smoothed contour� where
the points fP �

ig are� again� selected at equal distances along the contour� The back�
projection is performed by concidering each sampled point P �

i as an interpolated point
between two points of the smoothed shape M �

j� and M
�

j� Fig� ��c�� The sample point
P �

i is backprojected onto the original contour at the point Pi which is the interpolated
point between the corresponding sampled points Mj� and Mj� on the original contour



c. d. e. f.

a. b.

g. h. i. j.

Figure ��	 Selection by smoothing
a� Original continuous contour�
b� Points are selected at equal distances along the continuous contour�
c�f� The smoothed shape is obtained by averaging neighboring points of 
b�� The
amount of smoothing depends on the size of the neighborhood� The smoothed shapes

c�f� are obtained when neighborhood includes �	�	�� and � percent of the points	
respectively�
g�j� The sampling of points on the original shape using the smoothed shapes 
c�f�
respectively� Notice that fewer points are selected on the �noisy� part of the contour�
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Figure ��	 Selection by smoothing 
in practice�
a� Continuous contour sampled at equal distances� Points fMjg are obtained�
b� Each sampled point Mj is replaced by the centroid M �

j of a �nite number of its
neighboring sampled points� The �smoothed� shape is obtained by connecting the
centroid points fM �

jg
c� A second sampling of points is performed at equal distances on the smoothed
contour obtaining points fP �

ig 
white points in Figure�� The sample point P �

i is
concidered as an interpolation between the two points M �

j�
and M �

j�
�

d� The sample point P �

i is backprojected onto the original contour at the point Pi

which is the interpolated point between the corresponding sampled points Mj� and
Mj� on the original contour�

Fig� ��d�� i�e� Pi � P �

i �Mj��
�Mj�

�Mj�
�

�M �

j�
�M �

j�
�
!Mj� �

The ultimate smoothing is when the shape is smoothed into a circle� In this case�



equal distances on the circular contour is equivalent to equal angles about the cen�
ter� For maximum smoothing we� therefore� use selection at equal angles Fig� ���
where points are selected on the original contour at equal angular intervals around
the centroid�

8
2π

Figure ��	 Selection at equal angles� points
are distributed along the contour at regular
angular intervals around the centroid�

� Symmetry of Occluded Shapes � Center of Symmetry

When a symmetric object is partially occluded� we use the symmetry distance to
evaluate the symmetry of the occluded shapes� locate the center of symmetry and
reconstruct the symmetric shape most similar to the unoccluded original�

Figure ��	 An occluded shape with sampled points
selected at equal angles about the center of symmetry

marked by ��� The symmetry distance obtained using
these points is greater than the symmetry distance ob�
tained using points selected at equal angles about the
centroid 
marked by ���

As described in Sect� �� a shape can be represented by points selected at regular
angular intervals about the centroid� Angular selection of points about a point other
than the centroid will give a di�erent symmetry distance value� We de
ne the center
of symmetry of a shape as that point about which selection at equal angles gives
the minimum symmetry distance value� When a symmetric shape is complete the
center of symmetry coincides with the centroid of the shape� However� the center
of symmetry of truncated or occluded objects does not align with its centroid but is
closer to the centroid of the complete shape� Thus the center of symmetry of a shape
is robust under truncation and occlusion�

To locate the center of symmetry� we use an iterative procedure of gradient descent
that converges from the centroid of an occluded shape to the center of symmetry� De�
note by center of selection the point about which points are selected using selection at
equal angles� We initialize the iterative process by setting the centroid as the center
of selection� At each step we compare the symmetry value obtained from points se�
lected at equal angles about the center of selection with the symmetry value obtained
by selection about points in the center of selection�s immediate neighborhood� That
point about which selection at equal angles gives minimum symmetry value is set to



a. b. c.

Figure ��	 Reconstruction of an occluded shape�
a� Original occluded shape	 its centroid 
�� and its center of symmetry
���
b	c� The closest C��symmetric shape following angular selection about the centroid 
b�
and about the center of symmetry 
c�� Selection about the centroid gives a featureless
shape	 while selection about the center of symmetry yields a more meaningful shape�

be the new center of selection� If center of selection does not change� the neighbor�
hood size is decreased� The process is terminated when neighborhood size reaches a
prede
ned minimum size� The center of selection at the end of the process is taken
as the center of symmetry�

In the case of occlusions Fig� ���� the closest symmetric shape obtained by an�
gular selection about the center of symmetry is visually more similar to the original
than that obtained by angular selection about the centroid� We can reconstruct the
symmetric shape closest to the unoccluded shape by obtaining the symmetry trans�
form of the occluded shape using angular selection about the center of symmetry see
Fig� ��c�� In Fig� �� the center of symmetry and the closest symmetric shapes were
found for several occluded �owers�

The process of reconstructing the occluded shape can be improved by altering the
method of evaluating the symmetry of a set of points� As described in Sect� �� the
symmetry of a set of points is evaluated by folding� averaging and unfolding about
the centroid of the points� We alter the method as follows	

�� The folding and unfolding steps � and �� will be performed about the center
of selection rather than about the centroid of the points�

�� Rather than averaging the folded points step ��� we apply other robust clus�
tering methods� In practice we average over the folded points� drop the points
farthest from the average and then reaverage see Fig� ����

The improvement in reconstruction of an occluded shape is shown in Fig� ��� This
method improves both shape and localization of the reconstruction� Assuming that
the original shape was symmetric� this method can reconstruct an occluded shape
very accurately�

� Symmetry of Points with Uncertain Locations

In most cases� sensing processes do not have absolute accuracy and the location of
each point in a sensed pattern can be given only as a probability distribution� Given
sensed points with such uncertain locations� the following properties are of interest	



� The most probable symmetric con
guration represented by the sensed points�

� The probability distribution of symmetry distance values for the sensed points�

�� The Most Probable Symmetric Shape

Fig� � a shows a con
guration of points whose locations are given by a normal
distribution function� The dot represents the expected location of the point and the
rectangle represents the standard deviation marked as rectangles having width and
length proportional to the standard deviation� In this section we brie�y describe
a method of evaluating the most probable symmetric shape under the Maximum
Likelihood criterion ���� given the sensed points� Detailed derivations and proofs
are given in Appendix A��� For simplicity we describe the method with respect to
rotational symmetry of order n Cn�symmetry�� The solution for mirror symmetry
or any other symmetry is similar see Appendix A����

Given n ordered points in �D whose locations are given as normal probability
distributions with expected location Pi and covariance matrix "i	
Qi � N Pi�"i� i � � � � � n � �� we 
nd the Cn�symmetric con
guration of points at

locations f �Pig
n��
� which is optimal under the Maximum Likelihood criterion �����

Denote by � the centeroid of the most probable Cn�symmetric set of locations �Pi	

a� b�

c� d�

Figure ��	 Application example�
a� A collection of occluded asymmetric �owers�
b� Contours of the occluded �owers were extracted manually�
c� The closest symmetric shapes and their center of symmetry�
d� The center of symmetry of the occluded �owers are marked by ����



b.a. c. d.

Figure ��	 Improving the averaging of folded points
a� An occluded shape with points selected using angular selection about the center
of symmetry 
marked as ���
b� A single set 
orbit� of the selected points of a� is shown�
c� folding the points about the centroid 
marked as ��	 points are clustered sparsely�
d� folding the points about the center of symmetry	 points are clustered tightly�
Eliminating the extremes 
two farthest points� and averaging results in a smaller
averaging error and better reconstruction�

� � �
n

Pn��
i��

�Pi� The point � is dependent on the location of the measurements
Pi� and on the probability distribution associated with them "i�� Intuitively� � is
positioned at that point about which the folding described below� gives the tightest
cluster of points with small uncertainty small s�t�d��� We assume for the moment
that � is given� A method for 
nding � is derived in Appendix A��� We use a variant
of the folding method which was described in Sect� � for evaluating Cn�symmetry of
a set of points	

�� The n measurements Qi � N Pi�"i� are folded by rotating each measurement
Qi by ��i�n radians about the point �� A new set of measurements �Qi �
N  �Pi� �"i� is obtained see Fig� � b��

�� The folded measurements are averaged using a weighted average� obtaining a
single point �P�� Averaging is done by considering the n folded measurements
�Qi as n measurements of a single point and �P� represents the most probable

a. b. c.

Figure ��	 Reconstruction of an occluded almost symmetric shape�
The original shape is shown as a dashed line and the reconstructed shape as a solid line�
a� The closest symmetric shape following angular selection about the centroid�
b� The closest symmetric shape following angular selection about the center of symmetry�
c� The closest symmetric shape following angular selection about the center of symmetry
and altered symmetry evaluation 
see text��
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Figure � 	 Folding measured points�
a� A con�guration of � measuremented points Q� � � � Q�� The dot represents the
expected location of the point and the rectangle represents the standard deviation
marked as rectangles having width and length proportional to the standard deviation�
b� Each measurement Qi was rotated by ��i�� radians about the centroid of the
expected point locations 
marked as ���� obtaining measurement �Q� � � � �Q��

location of that point under the Maximum Likelihood criterion�

�P� � � � 
n��X
j��

�"��
j ���

n��X
i��

�"��
i

�Pi � �

�� The �average� point �P� is unfolded as described in Sect� � obtaining points
f �Pig

n��
i�� which are perfectly Cn�symmetric�

a. b. c. d. e.

Figure ��	 The most probable symmetric shape�
a� A con�guration of � measured points�
b� The most probable symmetric shapes with respect to C��symmetry�
c� The most probable symmetric shapes with respect to C��symmetry�
d� The most probable symmetric shapes with respect to C��symmetry�
e� The most probable symmetric shapes with respect to mirror�symmetry�

When we are given m � qn measurements� we 
nd the most probable Cn�
symmetric con
guration of points� similar to the folding method of Sect� �� The
m measurements fQig

m��
i�� � are divided into q interlaced sets of n points each� and the

folding method as described above is applied seperately to each set of measurements�
Derivations and proof of this case is also found in Appendix A���
Several examples are shown in Figure ��� where for a given set of measurements� the



a. b. c. d. e.

Figure ��	 The most probable C��symmetric shape for a set of measurements after
varying the probability distribution and expected locations of the measurements�
a�c� Changing the uncertainty 
s�t�d�� of the measurements�
d�e� Changing both the uncertainty and the expected location of the measurements�

most probable symmetric shapes were found� Fig� �� shows an example of varying
the probability distribution of the measurements on the resulting symmetric shape�

�� The Probability Distribution of Symmetry Values

Fig� ��a displays a Laue photograph ���� which is an interefrence pattern created
by projecting X�ray beams onto crystals� Crystal quality is determined by evaluating
the symmetry of the pattern� In this case the interesting feature is not the closest
symmetric con
guration� but the probability distribution of the symmetry distance
values�

a� b� c�
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Figure ��	 Probability distribution of symmetry values
a� Interference pattern of crystals�
b� Probability distribution of point locations corresponding to a�
c� Probability distribution of symmetry distance values with respect to C���symmetry
was evaluated as described in Appendix A��� Expectation value � ������

In Fig� �� we display distributions of the symmetry distance value for various
measurements� As expected� the distribution of symmetry distance values becomes
broader as the uncertainties the variance of the distribution� of the measurements
increase�



Consider the con
guration of �D measurements given in Fig� � a� Each measure�
ment Qi is a normal probability distribution Qi � N Pi�"i�� We assume the centroid
of the expectation of the measurements is at the origin� The probability distribution
of the symmetry distance values of the original measurements is equivalent to the
probability distribution of the location of the �average� point  �P�� given the folded
measurements as obtained in Step � and Step � of the algorithm in Sect ���� It is
shown in Appendix A�� that this probability distribution is a �� distribution of order
n � �� However� we can approximate the distribution by a gaussian distribution�
Details of the derivation are given in Appendix A���

In Fig� �� we display distributions of the symmetry distance value as obtained
for the Laue photograph given in Fig� ��a� In this example we considered every
dark patch as a measured point with variance proportional to the size of the patch�
Thus in Fig� ��b the rectangles which are proportional in size to the corresponding
dark patches of Fig� ��a� represent the standard deviation of the locations of point
measurements� Note that a di�erent analysis could be used in which the variance of
the measurement location is taken as inversely proportional to the size of the dark
patch�

� Conclusion

We view symmetry as a continuous feature and de
ne a Symmetry Distance SD�
of shapes� The general de
nition of the Symmetry Distance enables a comparison of

a. b. c. d.
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Figure ��	 Probability distribution of the symmetry distance value as a function of
the variance of the measured points�
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e� Probability distribution of symmetry distance values with respect to C��symmetry
for the con�gurations a�d�



the �amount� of symmetry of di�erent shapes and the �amount� of di�erent sym�
metries of a single shape� Furthermore� the SD is associated with the symmetric
shape which is �closest� to the given one� enabling visual evaluation of the SD� Sev�
eral applications were described including reconstruction of occluded shapes� 
nding
face orientation and 
nding locally symmetric regions in images� We also described
how we deal with uncertain data� i�e� with a con
guration of measurements repre�
senting the probability distribution of point location� The methods described here
can be easily extended to higher dimensions and to more complex symmetry groups�
Further extensions will deal with other symmetry classes such as planar symmetry
including translatory symmetry and fractals�� Additional work has been done on
evaluating re�ective symmetry and chirality� of graph structures ���  ��� Current
work is expanding the method described here to deal with skewed and projected
symmetries�

Appendix

A Uncertain Point Locations

A� The most Probable Cn�Symmetric Shape

In Sect ��� we described a method of evaluating the most probable symmetric
shape given a set of measurements� In this Section we derive mathematically and
prove the method� For simplicity we derive the method with respect to rotational
symmetry of order n Cn�symmetry�� The solution for mirror symmetry is similar
see Appendix A����

Given n points in �D whose positions are given as normal probability distributions	
Qi � N Pi�"i�� i � � � � � n � �� we 
nd the Cn�symmetric con
guration of points

f �Pig
n��
� which is most optimal under the Maximum Likelihood criterion �����

Denote by � the center of mass of �Pi	 � � �
n

Pn��
i��

�Pi�

Having that f �Pig
n��
� are Cn�symmetric� the following is satis
ed	

�Pi � Ri �P� � �� ! � ��

for i � � � � � n� � where Ri is a matrix representing a rotation of ��i�n radians�

Thus� given the measurements Q�� � � � � Qn�� we 
nd the most probable �P� and
�� We 
nd �P� and � that maximize ProbfPig

n��
i�� j �� �P�� under the symmetry

constraints of Equation ��
Considering the normal distribution we have	

n��Y
i��

ki exp�
�

�
 �Pi � Pi�

t"��
i  �Pi � Pi�



where ki �
�
�
� j "i j

���� Having log being a monotonic function� we maximize	

log
n��Y
i��

ki exp�
�

�
 �Pi � Pi�

t"��
i  �Pi � Pi�

Thus we 
nd those parameters which maximize	

�
�

�

n��X
i��

 �Pi � Pi�
t"��

i  �Pi � Pi�

under the symmetry constraint of Equation ��
Substituting Equation �� taking the derivative with respect to �P� and equating to

zero we obtain	


n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
i Ri�� �z �

A

�P� !
n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
i I � Ri�� �z �
B

� �
n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
i Pi� �z �

E

��

Note that R� � I where I is the identity matrix�
When the derivative with respect to � is zero	


n��X
i��

I � Ri�
t"��

i Ri�� �z �
C

�P� !
n��X
i��

I � Ri�
t"��

i I �Ri�� �z �
D

� �
n��X
i��

I � Ri�
t"��

i Pi� �z �
F

��

From Equation � we obtain

�P� � � � 
n��X
j��

Rt
j"

��
j Rj�

��
n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
i Ri�R

t
iPi

Which gives the folding method described in Sect ���� where Rt
iPi is the location

of the folded measurement denoted �Pi in the text� and Rt
i"

��
i Ri is its probability

distribution denoted �"i in the text�� The factor 
Pn��
j�� R

t
j"

��
j Rj� is the normalization

factor�
Reformulating Eqs� � and � in matrix formation we obtain	�

A B
C D

�
� �z �

U

�
�P�

�

�
� �z �

V

�

�
E
F

�
� �z �

Z

Noting that U is symmetric we solve by inversion V � U��Z obtaining the param�
eters �� �P� and obtaining the most probable Cn�symmetric con
guration� given the
measurements fQig

n��
i�� �

Similar to the representation in Sect� �� given m � qn measurements fQig
m��
i�� � we

consider them as q sets of n interlaced measurements	 fQiq�jg
n��
i�� for j � � � � � q� ��



The derivations given above are applied to each set of n measurements separately�
inorder to obtain the most probable Cn�symmetric set of points f �Pig

m��
i�� � Thus the

symmetry constraints that must be satis
ed are	
�Piq�j � Ri �Pj � �� ! �

for j � � � � � q � � and i � � � � � n � � where� again� Ri is a matrix representing a
rotation of ��i�n radians and � is the centroid of all points f �Pig

m��
i�� �

As derived in Equation �� we obtain for j � � � � � q � �	


n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
iq�jRi�� �z �

Aj

�Pj !
n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
iq�jI � Ri�� �z �
Bj

� �
n��X
i��

Rt
i"

��
iq�jPiq�j� �z �
Ej

��

and equating to zero� the derivative with respect to �� we obtain� similar to Equa�
tion �	

q��X
j��


n��X
i��

I�Ri�
t"��

iq�jRi�� �z �
Cj

�Pj!
q��X
j��

n��X
i��

I�Ri�
t"��

iq�jI�Ri�

� �z �
D

� �
q��X
j��

n��X
i��

I�Ri�
t"��

iq�jPiq�j� �z �
F

��
Reformulating Eqs� � and � in matrix formation we obtain	�

BBBBBBB�

A� B�

A� B�

� � �
���

Aq�� Bq��

C� C� � � � Cq�� D

	
CCCCCCCA

� �z �
U

�
BBBBBBB�

�P�

�P�
���

�Pq��

�

	
CCCCCCCA

� �z �
V

�

�
BBBBBBB�

E�

E�
���

Eq��

F

	
CCCCCCCA

� �z �
Z

Noting that U is symmetric we solve by inversion V � U��Z and obtain the pa�
rameters � and f �Pjg

q��
j��� and obtain the most probable Cn�symmetric con
guration�

f �Pjg
m��
j�� given the measurements fQig

m��
i�� �

A� The Most Probable Mirror Symmetric Shape

In Sect ��� we described a method for 
nding the most probable rotationaly sym�
metric shape given measurements of point location� The solution for mirror symmetry
is similar� In this case� given m measurements where m � �q�� the unknown param�

eters are f �Pjg
q��
j��� � and � where � is the angle of the re�ection axis� However these

parameters are redundant and we reduce the dimensionality of the problem by replac�
ing the � dimensional � with the one dimensional x� representing the x�coordinate at
which the re�ection axis intersects the x�axis� Additionally we replace Ri the rota�

tion matrix with R �

�
cos �� sin ��
sin �� � cos ��

�
the re�ection about an axis at an angle � to



the x�axis� The angle � is found analyticaly see ����� thus the dimensionality of the
problem is �q ! � rather than �q ! �� and elimination of the last row and column of
matrix U see Sect ���� allows an inverse solution as in the rotational symmetry case�

A� Probability Distribution of Symmetry Values

In this section we derive mathematically the probability distribution of symmetry
distance values obtained from a set of n measurements in �D	 Qi � N Pi�"i� i �
� � � � n� � with respect to Cn�symmetry see Sect� �����

Denote by Xi the ��dimensional random variable having a normal distribution
equal to that of measurement �Qi i�e�

EXi� � RiPi
CovXi� � Ri"iR

t
i

where Ri denotes as in Sect� �� the rotation matrix of ��i�n radians�
Denote by Yi the ��dimensional random variable	

Yi � Xi �
�

n

n��X
j��

Xj

in matrix notation	 �
BB�

Y�
���

Yn��

	
CCA

� �z �
Y

� A

�
BB�

X�
���

Xn��

	
CCA

� �z �
X

or Y � AX where Y and X are of dimension �n and A is the �n� �n matrix	

A � �
n

�
BBBBBB�

n� � � �� � �� � � �
� n� � � �� � � � �
�� �

� � � � �� � � �
� � �

� � �
� � � n� �

	
CCCCCCA

And we have

EX� �

�
BB�

EX��
���

EXn���

	
CCA CovX� �

�
BB�

CovX��
� � �

CovXn���

	
CCA

EY� � AEX� CovY� � ACovX�At

The matrix ACovX�At� being symmetric and positive de
nite� we 
nd the �n� �n
matrix S diagonalizing CovY� i�e�

SACovX�AtSt � D



where D is a diagonal matrix of rank �n� ����
Denote by Z � Z�� � � � � Zn���

t the �n�dimensional random variable SAX�

EZ� � SAEX�
CovZ� � SACovX�AtSt � D

Thus the random variables Zi that compose Z are independent and� being linear
combinations of Xi� they are of normal distribution�

The symmetry distance� as de
ned in Sect� �� is equivalent� in the current nota�
tions� to s � YtY� Having S orthonormal we have

s � SAX�tSAX � ZtZ

If Z were a random variable of standard normal distribution� we would have s being of
a �� distribution of order �n���� In the general case Zi are normally distributed but
not standard and Z cannot be standardized globally� We approximate the distribution
of s as a normal distribution with

Es� � EZ�tEZ� ! traceDtD
Covs� � �traceDtD�DtD� ! �EZ�tDtDEZ�
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